Innovation/Impact: The study performed is novel in the fact that it provides a mechanism through which the scatter distribution in CBCT projection images can be efficiently estimated using Monte Carlo (MC) simulated results. Additionally the framework built for the system has been generalized using object-oriented design methodology so it can be easily adapted to estimate other relevant CBCT imaging parameters (e.g. dose, fluence, etc) and use different MC code systems to generate the required photon input . CBCT suffers from substantial image quality degrading effects due largely to the increase in scatter caused by the large cone angle used in CBCT [1]. A clinically relevant scatter correction method to mitigate the effects of scatter is imperative to expanding the use of CBCT.
rd order Butterworth filter with cut-offs set based on previous spectral analysis of the scatter distribution. Spatial and angular interpolation is accomplished through zero-padding the inverse Fourier transform after filtering. (1-r) NRMSE
In order for the algorithm to terminate when the scatter estimation has reached a good estimate of the actual scatter distribution a goodness of fit (GOF) metric is required that correlates well with the error between the fit and the actual scatter distribution. The coefficient of determination, r 2 , and Pearson correlation coefficient, r, where evaluated as potential GOF metrics (see Fig. 2) . The CMCF algorithm was tested on a MC simulated pelvis phantom (see Fig.  4 ) with definite improvements in image quality seen both qualitatively and quantitatively (See Fig. 5 ). Effects of CMCF parameters (e.g. lowpass cut-off frequency and angular sampling rate) on image quality were also studied. (blue-object, green-background) are shown in (a). 
for angular frequencies. The correction was computed in under 1 minute on a cluster of 16-cores (aside: 16 cores are currently available on a single consumer grade processor, AMD Opteron 6274). The locations used to compute the shading artifact (white), skinline artifact (red) and the contrast-to-noise ratio

